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Structure of a Swirl-Stabilized Combusting Spray
Daniel L. Bulzan*
NASA Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 44135
Measurements of the structure of a swirl-stabilized, reacting spray are presented. The configuration consisted
of a research air-assist atomizer located in the center surrounded by a cufluwing airstream. Both the air-assist
and coflow streams had swirl imparted to them in the same direction with 45-deg angle swirlers. The fuel and
air entered the comhustor at ambient temperature and the combustor was operated in an unconfined environ-
ment. The gas phase was seeded with aluminum-oxide particles in order to obtain velocity measurements. Mean
velocity measurements fur the gas phase are reported fur both an isothermal, single-phase case without drops
and a reacting spray case at axial distances from 2.5 to 50 mm downstream of the nozzle. Heplane fuel was
used fiw all the experiments. Drop size and mean velocity and drop number flux are also reported fl_r five axial
distances downstream. The measurements were performed using a twu-cumponent phase/Doppler particle ana-
lyzer. Profiles across the entire fluwfield where velocities were significant are presented. Mean gas-phase tem-
peratures were also measured intrusively using a single pt/pt-13%rh thermocuuple and are also reported at
axial distances from 2.5 to 51) mm downstream of the nuzzle.
Introduction
C OMBUSTING sprays are very important for a large
number of propulsion applications, hnportant physical
processes inwflved in combt, sting sprays are the interactions
between the droplets and the gas phase, the vaporization of
the droplets, and chemical reaction with associated heat re-
lease. These physical processes are all coupled and can only
be completely described using numerical modeling. As part
of an effort to improve the numerical modeling of spray com-
bustion for gas-turbine combustors, an experimental study has
been performed to obtain a data set for a liquid-fueled com-
bustor with simplified geometry that can be used for com-
parison with numerical models.
Because of their numerous practical applications, swirling
flows with combustion have been studied by a large number
of investigators. Earlier reviews of swirling flows both with
and without combustion are presented by Chigier,' Syred and
Beer," and Lilly. ' These papers predate the development of
nonintrusive, laser-based diagnostics; consequently, all of the
rest, Its described were obtained using intrusive instrumenta-
tion and detailed structure measurements for these types of
flows wcrc not possible.
With the advent of newer instrumentation techniques, namely
laser Doppler anemomctry (LDA), velocity measurements
could bc obtained and additional details of the structure of
these types of flows began to emerge. LDA velocity mea-
surements in spray flames are reported by Styles and Chigier _
and Khalil and Whitelaw? They reveal some of the flowfie[d
structt, re of swirling flames, but drop size and size-correlated
velocity measurements were not possible.
The development of the phase/Doppler particle analyzer,"
enabled the simultaneous measurement of droplet size and
velocity. This instrument has been used by a number of in-
vestigators for measurements in spray flames in a variety of
configurations. Mao et al. 7 present phase/Doppler measure-
mcnts of Sautcr mean diameter (SMD), mean axial drop ve-
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locity, drop number density, and liquid flux in a swirl-stabi-
lized unconfined spray flame using an air-assist atomizer. No
gas-phase results are reported and the measurements were
taken from 10 to 75 mm downstream of the nozzle. McDonell
and Samuelsen s present measurements taken using a two-
component phase/Doppler system in a model can combustor
under reacting and nonreacting conditions. The measure-
ments were reported from 51) to Ii)(I nun downstream of the
nozzle. Edwards et al." report drop size, drop velocity, drop
size distribution, and liquid volume flux in a swirl-stabilized,
semiconfined flame at 10- 1011 turn downstream of the nozzle.
Gas-phase velocities are reported at axial locations from 25
to 10(I mm downstream using a combination of standvrd LDA
with gas-phase seeding and phase/I)oppler measurements for
2-ttm drops where possible. No gas-phase results are reported
at 10 mm downstream. Edwards and Rudolf'" report mean
drop and gas-phase velocity vectors for the same configura-
tion. The gas-phase naeasttremcnts were obtained using a stan-
dard LDA system with seeding particles and wcrc reported
to be "'biased'" in regions where a substantial number of drops
were present. Ghaffarpour and ('hehroudi _' present phase/
Doppler measurements in a swirl-stabilized, confined com-
bustor at axial locations from 15 to 1011 mm downstream of
the nozzle. Mean drop velocities and SMD are reported at
six axial locations. Gas-phase velocity was measured using
LDA without drops or combustion. Phase/Doppler measure-
ments of drop size and velocity as well as gas-phase velocity
in a swirl-stabilized combusting spray are reported by Mc-
Donell and Samuclscn. t: The combustion airflow was seeded
in order to make the gas-phase measurements. Measurements
are reported at axial distances of 50, 75, and 100 mm down-
stream of the nozzle, ltassa et al. t; present phase/Doppler
measurements in a cylindrical combustor using an air-assist
atomizer at axial distances from 7 to 97 mm downstream of
the nozzle. Both drop and gas-phase velocities are reported.
Gas-phase measurements in the reacting flowfield were made
using the smaller drops as tracing particles. This required
some judgement in order to determine what size drops should
be used to represent the gas phase and also required the use
of larger drops to represent the gas phase at larger axial dis-
tances due to an absence of smaller drops. Temperature mea-
surements were also provided. McDonell el all. _ present ex-
tensive phase/Doppler measurements of drop size and velocity,
gas-phase velocity, temperature, and methanol gas concen-
tration for an air-assist atomizer. Measurements are reported
from 7.5 to l(t0 mm downstream of the nozzle and are pro-
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vidcdforsingle-phase+nonreactingspray,andreactingspray
cases.Thespraywasinjectedownwardforalltestconditions
andonlytheair-assistreamwasutilizedto stabilizethc
flilnle+
Mcasuren3ents of drop size arc also available using other
techniques. Presser et al. _ reported drop SMD measurements
in a swirl-stabilized confined flame from 111to 76 mm down-
stream of the nozzle using an ensemble light-scattering tech-
nique. Mean drop velocity measurements were obtained using
standard LDA. Gas-phase measurements arc reported only
for the combustion air under isothermal conditions without
the presence of tile drops. A comparison of drop sizes mea-
sured using three techniques is reported by Zurlo et al. _"
Measurements wcrc obtained using the ensemble scattering/
polarization ratio, phase/Doppler and light intensity decon-
volution techniques. Mcan drop size and number-density
nlcasurements were not the same due to the sclcctive sensi-
tivity of each technique to a different size range.
These measurements in swirl-stabilizcd spray flumes have
been very useful in providing dctaitcd infornlation regarding
the structure of these tlowfields. Some of the data from them
arc also useful for the development of computer models. Most,
however, do not provide enough detailed information for both
the liquid and gas phases for the dcvch_pmcnt of models,
especially for initial conditions close to the nozzlc. Ilassa ct
al. _' provide the nearest meast, remcnts at 7 mm from the
nozzle, and McDoncll ctal. _' provide measurcrnents at 7.5
mm downstream. In the present study data arc presented at
locations its close its 2.5 mm from the nozzle in ordcr to
provide better initial conditions and also study the two-phase
flow near the injector. The sltmc nozzle is used for the present
study its that reported in Ref. 14, however, a coflowing stream
with swirl is also utilized in the present study in order to
simulate conditions that arc more representative of those found
in a gas-turbine combustor.
Experiment
Apparatus
The present study is an attempt to provide it set of mea-
surements that can be used in order to gain a better under-
standing of the physics for swirl-stabilized spray flames. The
combustor utilized in the present experiment is illustrated in
Fig. 1. It consists of a center-mounted air-assist fuel nozzle,
Parker tlannifin research simplex air-assist atomizer, sur-
__ 48_2.i_ _._ Atomizingalr swider
Fig. 1
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Schematic drawing of the combustor.
Fig. 2 Photograph of swirl-stabilized, spray flame.
rounded by a coflowing airstream. The nozzle orifice diameter
was 4.8 ram. Both the air-assist and tile coflow airstreams had
swirl imparted to them using 45-deg swirlcrs. The swirlcrs
were constructed by machining 45-deg slots into rings. Both
streams were swirled in the same direction for the present
study. The combustion air was not preheated and entered the
combustor at 297 + 3 K. The top of the air-assist nozzle _r_s
water cooled to prevent overheating of an o-ring m the nozzle
assembly imd maintain the atomizing air and liquid fuel at a
constant inlet temperature of 297 ± 3 K. The temperatures
of the fuel, atomizing air, and coflow airstrcams were mea-
sured using ('hromcl Alumcl thermocouplcs. Flow rates of
the airstreams were measured using calibrated orifices and
the fuel flow rate _r_s measured using a mass flow meter. A
single set of operating conditions was chosen where the com-
bustor operated in a stable mode, soot was relatively minor.
and measurements could bc taken near the injector itself. All
results reported in the present study wcrc taken at a coflow
airflow rate of 13. I g/s, an air-assist flow rate of 0.96 g/s, and
a fuel flow rate of 0.3(I g/s. Uncertainty in these flow rates is
estimated at + 5<;. At these flow conditions the pressure drop
through the nozzle was 23.4 kPa for the fucl and 19.3 kPit for
the atomizing air. The atomizing air pressure drop through
the nozzle remained constant [k+r both the liquid-fuelcd and
single-phase cases. The fucl used was hcptane. The coflow
stream entered the combustor at three radial locations, passed
through a honeycomb flow straightener, and then the swirlcr
before exiting the conlbustor. The swirlcr wits located 140 mm
upstream of the combustor exit in order to minimize wakes
from the swirlcr. "Ihc flow from the combustor discharged
upwards into ambient, stagnant surroundings. A photograph
of the combustor in operation is shown in Fig. 2. A laser light
sheet with a thickness of approxinlatcly 1 mm was passcd
through the center of the flowficld and used to illuminate the
droplet stream. The photograph wits taken at 90 deg relative
to the laser light sheet. It is evident that it few ','cry large
drops arc able to penetrate the combustion zone with a rcl-
ativcly straight trajectory. Based upon a number of such pho-
tographs, the bright bluc region near the nozzle appcarcd
very stcady wrhilc the yellow luminous soot region showcd
some variation with time. The combustor was mounted ver-
tically within it large (1._4 m square by 2.4 m high) enclosure.
The top of the nozzle was located 1.1 m from the floor of the
enclosure and 1.4 m below the screened inlet of the exhaust
hood at the 2.5-nlm axial rneasurcnacnt location. The entire
enclosure was mtmntcd on two sets of linear bearings and wits
traversed using stepper motors to provide motion in two di-
rections. The comhustor assembly itself could be traversed in
the vertical direction using a third stepper motor to allow
measurements at all locations in the flowfie[d. This arrange-
mcnt allowed rigid mounting of all optical components.
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Instrumentation
A phase/Doppler particle analyzer was used for ;ill veloeity
and size nleasurements. A two-colrlponent systeln nsing green
1514.5-iiill) and Mue 1488.11-11111) bealns froln an argon-ion
laser operating at 1.5 W power output was used for the 1nea-
stlrelncnts. The tr:lnslnitting optics utilized a 500-nlln |oc,._ll
length lens combined with a 3(l(I-nnn focal length collilnating
lens to yield ;.i focused beam waist of 131 #m flsr the green
and 124 ,U.Ill for the hhle lines. The fringe spacing was 11.788
gin for the grccn :111¢t6.667 pnl lk+r the bluc lincs. The re-
ceiving optics were located 311 dee off-axis in the forward-
scatter direction, l,ight was collecte¢l using a 51)t1-111ill focfl[-
length .l 5.4 lens and then focused onto ;.I 1()0 pnl by a 1 111111
long slit. Details of the instrulnent can be found in Ref. 6.
[ii the present study, velocities of both the liquid and gas-
eous phases werc nleasurcd. This was aCColnplished by seed-
ingthe gas phase with nonlinal I-#m ahuninum oxide par-
ticles. The coflow, air-assist flow, and the ambient surroundings
were all seeded to lninilnize biasing dec to concentration gnl-
dicnts. Phase discrimination is inherent in the instrulncnt with
the ability to size each lneasurcd particle. At each spatial
location, two nleaStlrenlents were taken in order to nle;lSUl'C
the velocity of each phase. A threshold voltage for the pho-
todctectors ;.it the specified laser power was deternline¢l ex-
perimentally, below which signals froth the ahunilmln-oxMe
particles were not detected. For the drop measurelnents, tile
photodetector voltage was kept below this threshold Vahle ill
order to eliminate interference from the alunlinuln oxide
particles. This threshold voltage was typically about 125 V
above that required for the drop 1ncasurements: therefore,
this technique dM not elinlinatc snlaller drops and drops i11
the [-p, ln range were rccorded using this approach. Particles
with diameters snl:ll[er th;.i.i1 2.4 #111 were used to represent
the gas-phasc velocity. Two colnplcte traverses at each axial
station were perforlned in order to measure ;ill three conl-
ponents of velocity and provide a check 1111flow synlnletry.
Each traverse Ineasured axial velocity and either ra¢lia[ or
tangential velocity. Conlparing the two orthogonal tr;tverses
gave essentially identical values of axial velocity, drop size,
and nulnber flux within the stated accuracy of the measure-
ments. Generally, (14,(100 nleasurcnlent attempts were lnade
at erich nlCflStlrenlent location. [n regions where there ',','ere
few drops, data was taken for a nlininlunl of 6011 s. The per-
centage of validated lncasnrenlents varied depending on the
number ¢tensity, sizc distribution, and velocities of drops at
each hscation, bnt generally ranged froln about 65 to 90r;i , for
the drop nleasurenlents. Validation with particle sizing for
the gas-phase ineasurenlents using the ahlminum-oxMe seed-
ing particles was inuch lower and e,enerallv averaoed about
20(/. Where drops were not present in the flowfield, the gas-
phase measurements of velocity were taken with sizing dis-
abled. Tests ;.it these locations showed essentially no differ-
encc in nleasurcd vahlcs with the sizing disabled compared
to mcastlrenlents taken with the sizing enabled.
(}as-phase nle;lll telnperatures were nleasured using a single
pt/pt-13<i rh thernmc(mple traversed through the flowfiekl.
The 16-cm-long therlnocouple had a metal sheath 1.59 nun
in diametcr for rigidity. It was insulated with high-tenlpera-
turc alunlina and had an exposed junction with a bead di-
ameter of 0.5 111111.Therrnocouple voltages were sampled fit
a nlte of 12511 tlz using a 12-bit analog to digital signal con-
version board. The reference temperature was taken at the
terlninal strip where voltages were measured and updated
with each nleasnrelnent. Each telnperature measurement re-
ported represents ;.i time-averaged reading for 5 s. No attenlpt
was nlftde to shield the jtnlction from drop itnpingenlent SillCC
the flowfield was noticeably disturbed when thc therlnocouplc
was introduced directly into the spray region. This is reflected
in the resnlts where inlnlersion in the spray produced very
low temperatures. Values in these regions should not be con-
sidcrcd quantitative for gas-phase tenlperatures. At locations
outside of the spray region, the presence of the therlnocouple
did not have a noticeable effect {.111the fhune.
Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty in position nleasurclnents is estinlated to be
+0.2 111111for both ra¢lial and axial 1neastlre111ents. Uncer-
tainty in velocity ;111¢t telnperature nleasurements was esti-
tnated by nleasurenlcnt repetition at :1 nulnber of points in
the flowfieM. Drop size uncertainty in an isothel-lnal 111(511(5-
disperse drop strealn is estinlatcd flt + 6.5+,: based 1511cali-
Imltion atld probably is larger m an evaporating spray con-
taining a size distribution. Since the liquid drop tclnF.cratnre
m the flowfield could not bc measured, ;.1constant in¢lex of
refraction for heptane a! 298 K was nsed fist all reported
nleasurelnents. The refractive index is cstinlatcd to decrease
by about 5% from 298 K to the boiling tenlperatnre of hcp-
tane, 371 K. Tests with a inonodisperse drop generator in-
dicated that this change in refractive index decreases the 1nea-
sured drop size by 7% : therefore, this is the nlaxilnuln size
error due to the variation in refractive indcx. For drop ve-
locities, uncertainty is estin]atcd at + lflr:i. Since the gas-
phase lneasurcments requirc sizing of a very snlall particle
where drops arc present, the uncertainty is hlrger than the
drop velocity and is estimated fit + 18%. Uncertainty in gas-
phasc IllC[In velocity where nlean velocity is very slnall alld
turbulence is rehttively largc is higher and is estimated to be
+ 5{Ici:. These conditions al+e found near the centerlinc for
radial and tangential velocities a]ld in the entrailuncnt region
at the onter edge of the flowfield for all three velocity coln-
ponents. Uneel-tainlleS in uncorl+ccted tenlperalure ineasurc-
1nents arc cstinlated to bc + lOt,:. Drop nnnlber flux Inea-
surenlent is lJlc nlost difficult nleasurenlent to make because
it rcquircs an ;iccur;.lte nle;lStlre111en( of drop size, vclocity,
;nld probe vohnnc size. This incasurcnlcnt ix quitc difficult in
the present flowfield where there are three stLbstantial velocity
cornponcnts. This is conlplicated hy the fact th;lt the laser-
beam power distribution is (klussian and probe volulne size
is a function of drop size. 111addition, in ¢tense regions of the
spray, inore than one drop can bc present in the probe vohunc
at one tilne causing rejection of the signal, which leads to an
tmderestinlation of the volume flux of the liquid phase. I11
the present set 151'measurenlcnts, integrating the liqtlid-fh_x
ineasurcnlents across the f]owficld gave 26.0c,: of the metered
flow rate at 2.5 and 27.()";i at 5, 47.8% at 1[), 23.(F/ at 2ft,
and 2.6% at 50 nnn downstream of the nozzle. Since the
largest volulne flux should be lneasured at 2.5 111111down-
stream, the measurenlents reported for drop nunlber flux ;.it
2.5 and 5 ran1 downstream are certainly lower than they should
be due to the high nulnber densities at these axial locations.
In order to use the data for validalion it is reconnncnded that
the measured number fluxes be increased at the initial mea-
surelnent location to give the nleasured fuel flow rate.
Results and Discussion
Gas Phase
Results are presented for axial locations (5t' 2.5, 5, 10, 211,
and 511 mm downstrealn of the nozzle. Gas-phase mean axial
velocities are presented in F-ig. 3 for isotherlnal+ single-phase
flow without drops and two-phase flow with eolnbustion at
these axial locations downstrealn of the nozzle. The synlnletry
of the flowfield is readily apparent. The two 45-deg angle
swirlers induce a central recircuhttion zone along the axis of
the flowfield. At 2.5 Into downstrealrl, the reacting two-phase
flow and Ihe isolherlnal single-phase flow show similar results
flsr lnean axial velocity. At this axial location+ the nlaxilntnll
mean axial velocity for the reacting case is slightly larger and
its radial location ix shiftcd slightly outward compared to the
isothcmml case. The recircuhltion zone extends ut_strealn of
the first measnrelnent station. This is ilhlstratcd by the d;.ita
at 2.5 111111downslrcaln, where there is ;i snlal] region in the
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center where negative velocities are present. Centerlinc mea-
surements were attempted at locations closer to the nozzle
and indicated that the negative velocities at the centerline
persist until approximately 1 mm from the nozzle. The two
peaks in axial velocity are due to the air-assist stream issuing
from the center orifice of the nozzle and the coflow stream.
The very low axial velocities at radii between 10-20 mm are
caused by the top of the nozzle between the central orifice
and the coflow airstream. At 5 mm downstream there arc
larger differences in axial velocity between the reacting and
single-phase cases. The maximum axial velocity and radial
location of the peak velocity have increased for the reacting
case due to gas expansion caused by the heat release. Beyond
a radius of about 15 mm, no differences are apparent between
the reacting and single-phase cases. The negative velocities
in the recirculation zone have increased for the reacting case
and decreased for the single-phase case compared to the re-
sults obtained at 2.5 mm downstream. Similar trends arc il-
lustrated at 10 and 20 mm downstream of the nozzle. At 2(1
mm downstream, the maximum axial velocity in the flowfield
originating from the coflow stream is larger than that from
the air-assist stream for the single-phase case. This is reversed
for the reacting case. At 50 mm downstream, the air-assist
and coflow streams have merged and only one axial velocity
peak is evident. For the reacting case, the maximum velocity
increases, and the radial location of the maximum velocity
decreases compared to the single-phase case. At 20(I mm
downstream, the reacting case has a positive axial velocity at
the center indicating the rccirculation zone has closed, how-
ever, the single-phase case still has a slight negative axial
centerline velocity at this axial location. Measurements were
obtained at axial distances as far downstream as 350 mm from
the nozzle.
Mean radial velocities for the gas phase are presented in
Fig. 4 for the same axial locations downstream of the nozzle.
Even at the initial measurement location of 2.5 mm down-
stream, large differences are apparent in radial velocity be-
tween the reacting and single-phase cases. Maximum radial
velocity has increased to about 45 m/s for the reacting case
compared to 15 m/s for the single-phase case due to heat
release and expansion of the gas. The increased recirculation
zone strength for the reacting case causes the gas to expand
more rapidly in the radial direction than the axial direction.
The radial location for the maximum velocity has also in-
creased for the reacting case compared to the single-phase
case. Mean radial velocities at radii larger than about 15 mm
are essentially identical for the single-phase and reacting cases
at 2.5 mm downstream. At 5, 10, and 20 mm downstream,
peak mean radial velocities and radial locations for the peak
velocity are considerably increased for the reacting case com-
pared to the single-phase case. Negative radial velocities in
the recirculation zone are also increased for the reacting case
compared to the single-phase case. At axial distances of 50
mm and greater, peak positive radial velocities are similar for
the two cases.
Mean tangential velocities for the gas phase are presented
in Fig. 5 for the same axial locations downstream of the nozzle.
At axial distances of 2.5- 10 mm downstream, peak tangential
velocities from the air-assist stream are reduced for the re-
acting case compared to the single-phase case. Due to the
expansion of the gas and the presence of the drops, a decrease
is observed in the mean gas-phase angular velocity for the
reacting case compared to the single-phase case. Similar to
the results shown fl_r the axial and radial velocities, the radial
location for the peak mean tangential velocity is also shifted
outward for the reacting case. No differences are apparent
between the reacting and single-phase cases for the outer
mean tangential velocity peak from the coflow stream at axial
distances of 10 mm and less. At axial distances of 20 mm and
larger, the situation is reversed and the reacting case has larger
mean tangential velocities compared to the single-phase case.
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Two distinct peaks are evident at axial distances of 20 mm
and less. The peak nearest the center is due to the swirler in
the air-assist stream and the outer peak iscaused by the swirler
in the coflow airstream. At axial distances of 50 mm and
larger, the air-assist and coflow streams have merged to give
a single tangential velocity peak, similar to the results shown
for axial velocity.
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liquid Phase
The mean axial velocity for the drops is illustrated in Fig.
6. Results are presented at downstream locations of 2.5, 5,
10, 2U, and 50 mm downstream of the nozzle. As discussed
in Ref. 14, this atomizer is described its a "prompt" atomi-
zation nozzle due to the strong jet of air blasting the liquid
jct. Images obtained in the present investigation using a short
duration (less than 1(I ns) laser-light pulse confirmed that no
ligaments were present at 2.5 mm downstream. At a mea-
surcment position of 100 mm downstream, not enough drops
were present to have confidence in the velocity measure-
ments. Results are illustrated for drop diameters of 6.9, 15.4,
23.8, 40.8, 66.2, and 97.2 #m. Each drop diameter has a size
range of 2.8 #m. Velocity measurements for a particular size
arc not presented at locations where not enough valid mea-
surements were obtained. This is particularly true for the
larger drop sizes. This was determined by examining the size-
velocity correlation to determine whether the measured ve-
locity was reasonable. The specific cutoff point was generally
found to be about 30 samples. Gas-phase measurements for
the combusting case are illustrated by a solid line representing
a spline-fit between the measured data points. At axial lo-
cations of 2.5 and 5 mm downstream, it is evident that the
smaller drops follow the gas-phase velocity more closely than
larger drops. In the recirculation zone, even the 6.9-p.m drops
lag the gas phase by a considerable amount. This was also
observed by Hassa et al.t_ At 2.5 mm downstream, the drops
are only found in a narrow region of the flow. A relatively
large velocity difference between various drop sizes is also
apparent. This is especially evident at 5 mm downstream,
where the peak axial velocity of the 66-_m drops is about 20
m/s lower than the velocity of the 6.9-p,m drops. In the re-
circulation zone at 5 mrn downstream, only drops with di-
ameters of 23.8 p.m and smaller have negative axial velocities.
The larger drops have enough momentum to retain positive
values of axial velocity in the recirculation zone at this axial
location. At l(I mm downstream, the axial velocity is changing
very rapidly as the air-assist stream containing the drops en-
counters the negative velocities in the reeirculation zone. The
result is that the peak mean axial velocity fi_r the 40.8-t_m
drops is similar to the gas phase. The peak velocities of the
6.9- and 15.4-p_m drops are nearly identical as the drop ve-
locities adjust to the rapidly changing gas phase flowfield. It
is also important to realize that drop size is continually de-
creasing in this flowfield and a 6.9-_m drop tit 1() mm down-
stream wits a larger drop upstream of this measurement lo-
cation. This effect causes an increase in the slip velocity between
the gas and the drops throughout the fiowfield. At 20 mm
downstream, the radial location of the peak velocities of the
drops coincides with the edge of the recirculation zone. The
drop velocities continue to adjust to this rapidly changing gas
phase. This is illustrated by the more rapid decrease in the
velocity of the 6.9-ktm drops compared to larger drops. The
adjustment in drop velocity is complete by 50 mm downstream
where it is evident that the smallest drops again show the least
amount of slip with the gas phase. At 50 mm downstream,
the drops have larger velocities than the gas phase and the
larger drops generally have higher velocities, except for the
66.2->m drops. At axial distances of Ill mm downstream and
larger, essentially no drops tire found in the central regions
of the flowfield. Due to the evaporation of the drops, very
few larger drops tire found at 5{1 mm downstream of the noz-
zle.
Measurements of mean radial velocity for the drops are
presented in Fig. 7 for the six drop diameters tit the same five
axial distances downstream of the nozzle. Again, the gas-
phase measurements are indicated by a solid line. Results for
mean radial velocity are very similar to those previously ob-
served for axial velocity. At axial distances of 2.5 and 5 mm
downstream, the size velocity correlation is very ordered with
the 6.9-#m drops tracking the gas-phase flowfield more closely
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50 mm downstream.
than the larger drops. At the outer edge of the flowfield, the
gas-phase radial velocity decays quite rapidly resulting in rel-
atively large slip velocities between the drops and the gas
phase, even for the 6.9-#m drops. At 5 mm downstream, only
the smaller drops are carried into the recirculation zone, il-
lustrated by their negative radial velocities. At 10 and 20 mm
downstream, as previously discussed for axial velocity, the
gas-phase mean radial velocity is also changing very rapidly
as the air-assist stream is strongly influenced by the central
recirculation zone. The momentum of the evaporating drops
present at these axial locations causes their velocities to be
significantly different than the gas phase. At 50 mm down-
stream, the drop velocities have adjusted to the gas-phase
flowfield and the smaller drops again show the least amount
of slip with the gas phase. Similar to the results previously
shown for axial velocity, the larger drops have significantly
larger velocities than the gas phase at this distance down-
stream.
Mean tangential velocity measurements for the drops are
presented in Fig. 8 for the same six drop sizes and axial lo-
cations as the previous two figures. It is apparent that the
tangential velocities are considerably lower and not as sym-
metric as previously observed for axial or radial velocities.
At all axial locations, the size-velocity correlation is very
uniform for mean tangential velocity. The larger drops have
lower mean tangential velocities than smaller drops. The gas-
phase tangential velocity does not undergo the very rapid
changes observed for the radial and axial velocities and the
drops are able to adjust to the changes. Again, very few large
drops are found at the 50-ram downstream location duc to
the evaporation of the drops.
Drop number fluxes for the six drop sizes are presented in
Fig. 9. The results are provided as the number of drops/(cm -_
s) and are plotted on a log scale. The instrument divides the
drop size distribution into 50 size bins. These 5(I bins were
combined into 10 sizes in order to make the data set man-
ageable. In this figure, 6 of the 1(1combined drop size bins
are presented. The diameters presented represent mean wd-
ues of size bins with a width of 8.5 /.tm for the 6.9-, 15.4-,
23.8-, and 40.8-#m drops, a width of 14.2 /.tm for the 66.2-
p,m drops, and a width of 19.2 p,m for the 97.2-/_m drops. To
adequately account for all the measured drops, the number
fluxes for the remaining four sizes would also be required.
The nozzle used in the present study produced a very large
number of relatively small drops, evident in the results at 2.5
mm downstream. Number flux increases with decreasing drop
size, reaching a maximum at a radius of about 6 mm at 2.5
mm downstream The maximum number fluxes show a var-
iation of four orders of magnitude between the large and small
drop sizes. Drop number fluxes decrease slightly between 2.5,
5, and 10 mm downstream. As previously discussed, inte-
grated volume fluxes increased between 2.5-1() mm down-
stream even though actual number-flux values decrease, be-
cause the drops are found at larger radii. Between 10-20 mm
downstream, number fluxes substantially decrease as does the
integrated volume flux. At 50 mm downstream, most of the
drops have evaporated and the remaining drops are smaller.
Very few drops are found in the center at 2.5 mm downstream
and by 10 mm downstream of the nozzle essentially no drops
are found in the central recirculation zone. There is a slight
asymmetry evident in the number fluxes at 5 and 5(I mm
downstream. The positive values of radius have slightly re-
duced number fluxes compared to the negative side. Inte-
grated liquid volume fluxes generally were also larger for the
negative side.
Temperature
Gas-phase average temperatures are presented in Fig. 10.
Radial profiles are presented for axial locations from 2.5 to
50 mm downstream of the nozzle. Results are presented il-
lustrating both the temperature measurements as taken and
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the measurement corrected for radiation heat loss from the
thermocouple. The radiation correction was performed sim-
ilar to Shuen etal., '_ considering only radiation heat loss to
ambient surroundings and neglecting any radiation heat trans-
fer from the soot present in the flame. The temperature cor-
rections varied with temperature level up to a maximum of
about 150 K. At 2.5 mm downstream, gas-phase temperature
is substantially clevated over the inlet temperature and has a
maximum corrected temperature of about 1650 K. The dra-
matic reductions in temperature for 2.5 mm downstream at
a radius of about 5 mm are caused by droplet impingement
on the thermocouplc bcad; therefore, these measurements
are not realistic gas-phase temperatures. No attempt was made
to shield the thermocouple from the drops because the pres-
ence of even the small thermocouple bead in the spray caused
visible distortion in the flowfield. A nonintrusive technique
is required for accurate gas-phase temperature measurements
in regions wherc substantial nt, nabers of drops are present.
At 5 mm downstream, maximum tempcratures have increased
to about lb;40 K. The sharp reductions in temperature due to
droplet impingement arc still present and are found at a radius
of about 9 ram. At 111mm downstream, the maximum cor-
rected temperature is about 1825 K and the width of the higher
temperature region is larger. Drop impingement is still evi-
dent at a radius of about 15 ram. At 20 mm downstream, the
drop number density has substantially decreased (see Fig. 9),
and this is reflected in smaller temperature rcductions due to
drop impingement at a radius of about 21 mm. Similar trends
are evident at axial locations farther downstream. Some asym-
metry is evident in the temperature profiles, with the negative
radius having a higher temperature than the positive. This
side had generally higher measurements of wflume flux in-
dicating an increase in fuel-air ratio for the negative side
compared to the positive.
Conclusions
Gas-phase axial velocity is increased for the combusting
spray case compared to the singlc-phase isothcrmal case due
to the gas expansion caused by the heat release. The strength
of the recirculation zone is also increased for the reacting case
and the overall length of the rccirculation zone is shorter
compared to the single-phase case. At axial distances up to
21) mm downstream of the nozzle, gas-phasc mean radial ve-
locities are substantially increased for the reacting spray com-
pared to the single-phase case. Gas-phase tangential velocities
are reduced for the reacting spray case compared to the single-
phase case due to the presence of the drops and the gas
expansion due to heat release. At 2.5 mm downstream, neg-
ative axial velocities were measured for a small region at the
center of the flowfield for both the reacting and single-phase
cases.
Mean axial and radial velocities for the drops lag the gas-
phase velocities at axial distances of 2.5 and 5 mm down-
stream. At these axial distances downstream, the slip velocity
increases with increasing drop size. At 10 and 20 mm down-
stream, the drop axial and radial velocities are adjusting to
the rapidly changing gas-phase flowfield and the velocity cor-
relation with drop size is not as uniform as observed at smaller
distances downstream. At 50 mm downstream, mean drop
axial and radial velocities are larger than the gas phase.
Mean tangential velocities for the drops lag the gas phase
at all axial locations downstream of the nozzle. A size-ve-
locity correlation is very apparent with the smaller drops showing
the least amount of slip with the gas phase. At 2(J mm down-
stream, the largest velocity difference between the gas phase
and the drops is obscrvcd.
Drop number fluxes at 2.5 mm downstream illustrate the
drop size distribution produced by the research air-assist at-
omizer used in the present study. Number fluxes were directly
related to drop size with smaller sizes having larger numbers
of drops. Drop numbcr fluxes dccrcased slightly between 2.5-
11[12 BULZAN
5 mm downstream and then steadily decreased. At 50 mm
downstream drop number fluxes are considerably reduced as
well as the number of larger drops.
Mean gas-phase temperatures show elevated temperatures
at the first axial measurement location of 2.5 mm downstream
of the nozzle due to a small region with negative axial veloc-
ities. Maximum gas-phase temperatures were observed at 5
mm downstream of the nozzle and then decreased as axial
distance increased. Drop impingement on the thermocouple
bead produced very low temperatures in regions where the
number of drops were substantial.
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